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Microsoft has just announced that its best car racing franchise will debut on mobile later this year. The game is called Forza Street and appears to be part of Microsoft's best-selling racing franchise, and, more importantly, will be free to play. In fact, Microsoft confirms Forza Street is now available as a free title for Windows 10 users, so if
you don't want to wait for the mobile version, you can start playing as soon as you download it from the Microsoft Store.Forza Street takes players to the streets of Miami where they can enter the best street racing scene to win their collection of dream cars. Just choose an event, choose your car, and race for fame. The game allows
players to collect and upgrade iconic cars, from classic to modern sports and retro supercars. Microsoft promises efficient controls, but the best thing about Forza Street is that you'll be able to race anytime, anywhere, assuming you have an internet connection. You can even squeeze in a quick one-minute race while waiting for your bus,
or immerse yourself in endless stories in some way to achieve victory. It's interesting to see Microsoft cares about mobile games, not to mention that the Forza series includes some of the best arcade racing games of all time. Hopefully, Forza Street will follow in the footsteps of its predecessors - Forza Motorsport and Forza Horizon, and
provide an immersive car racing experience. Sign up for our newsletter! Nintendo made its first major attempt at mobile gaming on smart devices with Super Mario Run at the end of 2016. Currently, our multitalented hero is being tapped for one of his professions in the Japanese gaming company's latest mobile release. Dr. Mario World is
out now - a day early - on iOS and Android, and it gives gamers a Candy Crush-style match-three experience with a Nintendo flavor. The original Dr. Mario was released in 1990 and designed by Takahiro Harada, who also worked as the lead programmer for Metroid 2: Return of Samus. Mario wears a doctor's outfit in a puzzler and
matches colored pill capsules to destroy the virus. The first game is a fall block game similar to Tetris, but the mobile game Dr. Mario World has capsules entering the puzzle from the bottom of the screen instead of the top. You also have a limited number of capsules to clean up the virus with, so the game encourages a slower and more
methodical approach versus similar games. Dr. Mario World is free-to-start, which means you'll be able to work through a collection of levels without having to spend a dime. Picking up puzzle games requires a heart and you start with an infinite heart as you work through stages that teach you how to play and get you hooked on the
rhythms of Dr. Mario World before asking you for money. Additional menu options, The Versus mode is online, locked until you complete level 20 in a single player, so chances are that's when the free-to-start path ends. Ends. is a clear concern in this type of game and Dr. Mario World does have it. You use diamonds to open more hearts,
and you buy diamonds with real money. Five hearts equals five puzzles you play and you can get them with 10 diamonds. 30 diamonds give you an hour of unlimited play. Here's a breakdown of diamond prices: 20 diamonds - $2 53 diamonds - $5 110 diamonds - $10 250 diamonds - $20 550 diamonds - $40 1050 diamonds - $70 While
Dr. Mario World doesn't have you working against the clock in every puzzle, you'll burn through the levels if you use one of those hearts that gives you an hour to play. Like the hugely popular Candy Crush game, you can connect Dr. Mario World to your Facebook account and ask friends for hearts as well. So far, it has all the addictive
creation of mobile puzzle games. The performance of this game will definitely color how Nintendo continues to move forward in the mobile gaming space, especially with the upcoming Mario Kart Tour. Editor's Recommendations Looking for the best music games for smartphones and tablets? With headphones on - the volume set to max,
of course - we took a deep dive in the Android and iOS app stores and we were ready for seven of what we thought was the best music game around. In some of our previous articles, we talked about the best music composition apps and the best DJ apps for phones and tablets. Unfortunately, it turns out that you have to be talented to be
good at making music, and once the initial kick sensation starts to fade, the music app isn't much fun for those of us who aren't musically gifted. That's why today we will take a lighter approach as we discuss the best music games available for smartphones and tablets. Note that our picks for the best music games are listed in a specific
order. If you have any recommendations for us to consider, drop us a line in the comments section below! Sign up for our newsletter! Among Us on Android and iOS may get a new feature IniAmong Us, a social reduction game that has become quite popular lately, has got some new features on the PC and Steam platforms on
betaTIMESOFINDIA.COM | Updated: Oct 12, 2020, 10:07 PM ISTAmong Us, a social reduction game that has become quite popular lately, has got some new features on the PC and Steam platforms in beta, according to a report by Attack Of The Fanboy. While games on pc platforms are expected to get new features in the future, they
can also be added to games on Android and iOS platforms. Although there is no official patch record yet, there have been some changes in the game, according to reports. Here are additional features. Anonymous voting, Taskbar options, and Colorblind support There are anonymous voting features that have been added. This means
that no one will see who chooses against those who add another layer of mystery to the gameplay. You'll have three options for the Taskbar: Always, Meeting, or Never. The default setting is set to but can be switched with Meetings and Never, which means that the taskbar appears only during the meeting or never at all, respectively.
With the Never option, tasks for crew members are getting harder and also, fraudsters will be able to lie about tasks. To make colorblind players perform in-game cable tasks more effectively, innersloth developers will add a few more updates. Oppo's future-ready Reno5 Pro 5G is a videography expert who will revolutionize 2021Among
Us tips and tricks: Gameplay, features and beginner's guideAmong Us is streamed by US politicians to urge people to vote forDozee, a health monitor that works hard while you sleepCardiaMobile 6L, an effective 'pocket' ECG engineHow to get rid of multiple app pages using the new App Library in iOS 14Among Us tips and tricks :
Gameplay, features, and beginner's guideSlash Quest is the latest game to arrive at Apple Arcade Tiny, a browser-based minigame that still presents an intense multiplayer fever, .io has become a viral phenomenon popularized by Twitch streamers and their presence in episodes of House of Cards. The .io extension stands for British
Indian Ocean Territory, but since Agar.io, one of the first super popular multiplayer .io games to use this extension, it has since become a popular choice, giving the name to the genre. Lightweight and accessible but capable of intense and sometimes even cruel gameplay, the best .io games can be played even on spotty connections and
old hardware. With .io number games out there, it can be hard to figure out which one is worth a try, so we've compiled a list of the 10 best .io games out there. Agar.io(Image credit: agar.io)The great grandfather of them all, Agar.io is a game of eating or eating from cellular survival taking inspiration from the behavior of microbes on top of
the media in order from petri dishes, hence the name. Players start small, zipping around the map and eating food to get sized. Finally, you grow big enough to swallow other players' cells, resulting in a deadly game of cat and mouse as you try to lure other cells into your grasp while avoiding a swarm of larger players who can swallow
you. The simple yet edgy gameplay makes it a viral sensation, as it is even featured in episodes of House of Cards.Slither.io(Image credit: Slither.io)Slither.io takes inspiration from the classic game of snakes, as players creep around the map consuming food motes to grow in size and points. Maneuvering is the name of the game here,
because players are eliminated when their snake's head collides with the body of another snake, resulting in the player suddenly changing direction or wandering around to trap and eliminate the unthrouted. (Image credit: Diep.io) Diep.io is another classic game, this time with Control tanks, destroy obstacles and enemy tanks to collect
points and level up their own engines. A sufficiently engaged upgrade system allows you to equip the tank to your liking, allowing you your build bullet-hell monstrosity, agile attackers, or powerful snipers. A variety of game modes, from free-for-all to team battles and more give Diep.io some good replay value and reasonable depth, while
still being a fairly accessible browser game. Gats.io(Image credit: Gats.io)Gats.io takes on top-down military shooters, as players choose weapons and armor and then carefully hunt each other down in a tight maze of barriers and sections. Each weapon carries its own advantages and disadvantages, and players must balance the mobility
and protection of the armor tradeoff or its drawbacks. Playing fast and quite accessible, Gats.io offers a team death point domination mode, and free control points, giving you some variety in gameplay. Brutal.io(Image credit: Brutal.io)Brutal.io lives up to its name as players gather with giant rotating death balls. Starting with a little ball like
morningstar attached to your player, you'll run around the map to collect food, slowly growing the size of your death ball, which you can then fly to other players, using a combination of spins, planning, and more than a little stupid luck. If the throw does not get it, then its return is only possible, since holding your mouse button calls the
death ball back to the player's tail, flattening everything in its path. Gartic.io(Image credit: Gartic.io)Tired of the kill-or-be-killed intensity of other .io games? Gartic.io is a much more casual affair, as players take turns in a guessing style game, with one player drawing a designated word and the other having to guess what the word is. Gartic
handles scoring and book recording, and the language-based game room allows you to play in the language of your choice. Warbot.io(Image credit: Warbot.io)Warbot.io is a bit of an outlier among other .io games as it features 3D graphics, providing great eye candy, but also slows down loading times, especially for those without high-
speed connections. Warbot is a top-down twin-stick style shooter, with the mouse cursor controlling your aim, while the WASD key controls your movements. Players march through the battlefield, involving other mecha while dodging enemy fire, collecting powerups and crawling up the leaderboard. Zombs.io(Image credit:
Zombs.io)Zombs.io brings the inevitable round of zombie survival to the genre, as players slowly build their bases, build defenses and choke point walls, gather resources during the day and fend off hordes at night. From there, it's a battle of endurance and survival as you upgrade your towers and personal gear to fend off a harder wave
of the undead. Picture: Wings.io)Wings.io brings multiplayer chaos to the sky, when players engage in huge 2D melees, their fighter planes rocket all over the place, pick up powerups, weapons, and engage in twisted dog battles as you try to line up perfect shots while keeping your tail clear of enemy fighters. Enemy. elsewhere for in-
depth simulation, as this is a whirlwind feather ball of planes that roam and engage in rapid slaughter. Deeeep.io(Image credit: Deeeep.io)Deeep.io asks you to evolve into different forms of fish and animals as you collect food and explore the depths and shallows of the ocean. Each animal shape is equipped with its own abilities and is
optimized for different biomes, giving players plenty of variety as they sneak in, hunt other deep-sea animals, and explore what the oceans have to offer. You can play Deeeep.io as aggressively as in other .io PVP style games, or you can avoid conflicts and just explore and try each shape's abilities, giving you quite a lot to play with. With.
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